
Waynesville R-VI School Bus
Transportation

Our goal at the Waynesville Schools Transportation department is to deliver our students to and from
school safely.  There are many factors that help ensure this is accomplished daily.

Loading and unloading the bus safely
It is important that children and their families are doing their part to ensure safety at the bus stop.
Safe practices:

- Stay five steps away from the curb.
- Always wait for the bus to come to a complete stop and wait for the driver to signal you to

board.
- Once you find a seat you should always face forward.
- When exiting the bus, always look both ways.
- Always cross in front of the bus after the driver has verified it is safe and has signaled for the

children to cross.

Vehicles approaching children and school buses
A school bus is equipped with safety lights and equipment to make oncoming traffic aware of when
students are loading and unloading.  This is what the flashing lights mean:

- Yellow flashing lights indicate the bus is preparing to stop to load or unload children.   Motor
vehicles should start slow down and prepare to stop.

- Red flashing lights and extended stop arm indicates the bus has stopped and children are
loading or unloading. Vehicles must stop and remain stopped until the red lights are no
longer flashing, stop arm retracts, and the bus starts moving. Stop arm laws exist to protect
children from possible harm from oncoming traffic. (Please see the graphic.)



Bus Route Changes
Due to shortage of bus drivers and increasing fuel costs getting children to and from school has become
more challenging. In order to continue to offer safe transportation to students, the district will be making
changes to the number of routes we offer, the number of students on our buses and also the number of
stops on each route. The district estimates it will be able to transport 3,500 students with these changes.
The more drivers we have, the more services we can provide. If you are interested in becoming a driver,
please call 573-842-2199. We appreciate your patience and support as we implement these changes
during the 2022-23 school year.

School boundary lines
Each year we evaluate student numbers in our district and this year a few streets on Fort Leonard Wood
will be assigned to different schools to keep our student count in our classrooms consistent. With ever
changing enrollment numbers, this is a necessary process. Parents may request that their children be
considered for remaining at their current school by submitting a Student Transfer Request Form.
Transfers are approved if space is available after all students in the school have been assigned to
teachers. If a transfer is approved, transportation is the responsibility of the parent.

School Buses
In the U.S. alone approximately 500,000 school buses transport 26 million students to and from school
daily. School buses are the most regulated vehicles on the road. They are also designed to be safer than
passenger vehicles in preventing crashes and injuries. School buses distribute crash force differently
than passenger cars due to their weight and design. The National Highway Traffic Safety Administration
(NHSTA) decided the best way to provide protection for passengers of large school buses is through
“compartmentalization.”  This design protects children in crashes by strong, closely-spaced seats that
have energy-absorbing seat backs. Overall school buses are a great form of transportation to ensure
children are safely transported.

It is our goal as the Waynesville R-VI School District Transportation Department to provide safe
consistent transportation by our team of professionals that our community can be proud of.

Have a great summer and we look forward to serving you in the upcoming 2022-23 school year.

Transportation Director
Aaron Tronstad
573-842-2199


